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Gladiator

2016-12-02

fighting for love honor and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim when earth space marine harper adams finds
herself abducted by alien slavers off a space station her life turns into a battle for survival dumped into an arena
on a desert planet on the outer rim she finds herself face to face with a big tattooed alien gladiator the champion
of the kor magna arena a former prince abandoned to the arena as a teen raiden tiago has long ago earned his freedom
now he rules the arena but he doesn t fight for the glory but instead for his own dark purpose revenge against the
thraxian aliens who destroyed his planet then his existence is rocked by one small fierce female fighter from an
unknown planet called earth harper is determined to find a way home but when she spots her best friend in the arena a
slave of the evil thraxian aliens she ll do anything to save her friend even join forces with the tough alpha male
who sets her body on fire but as harper and raiden step foot onto the blood soaked sands of the arena harper worries
that raiden has his own dangerous agenda

Sirius

2020-01-23

can this genetic product of the federation and the isolated earth female who rescues him transcend their barriers and
learn to love sirius produced in a test tube born a slave bred for fighting and doomed to death sirius fights for his
life against man and beast on a hostile planet aliyah kidnapped from earth stranded in space then orphaned at a young
age aliyah is strong and skilled but has been declared an untouchable by her tribe fearless huntress aliyah uses her
intelligence and prowess to rescue and heal the alien male who s been hunted for sport by bloodthirsty aliens and
critically mauled by deadly mam non beasts can these two damaged souls overcome the odds admit their love and create
a life together if you like heroic genetically engineered alpha males who fall for kick ass women and who fight
together to conquer every threat that attacks them on a hostile planet then join sirius and aliyah in this standalone
seventh book of the sci fi romance galaxy gladiators series contains steamy sex scenes a hot muscular alien who s
been damaged and patched back together and a courageous savvy heroine capable of saving the day guaranteed no
cliffhanger no cheating and a happily ever after buy sirius today to fall in love again for the first time for
readers 18

Shadow

2019-06-30

can two broken people release their demons open their hearts and find lasting love petra s strong take no prisoners
attitude is severely challenged when she s abducted by aliens destined to be sold as a sex slave to escape she needs
the help of the most irritating hunky alien male this side of the milky way their chemistry is off the charts despite
the fact that shadow can be an annoying dick sold into the gladiator arena by his own parents the only emotion this
alien knows is anger until he meets petra whose grit as well as her delightful body sets him on fire she isn t
interested in anything more than a physical relationship until she realizes there might be something worth fighting
for beneath his cocky exterior if you like angsty alien alphas ripe for redemption and the kick ass heroines who can
tame them then join petra and shadow in this standalone second book of the sci fi romance galaxy gladiators series
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contains steamy sex scenes hot muscular aliens who ve been damaged and patched back together and badass heroines
guaranteed no cliffhanger no cheating and a happily ever after but shadow today to step into this world of darkness
humor and romance have you read zar and want to know how shadow becomes such an angsty jerk sign up for alana s free
newsletter to get terminus the novelette that explains why he s so unlikeable as well as how he lost his eye
alanakhan com

Zar

2019-06-14

snatched from earth bound for slavery can love offer escape kidnapped from earth aboard a slave ship anya is thrown
into a cell with zar a handsome half lion gladiator and forced to breed or be killed zar s life is an unbroken
nightmare consisting of sleep eat fight repeat he s not interested in helping anya and he s definitely not interested
in love except she s the first female to ever touch his heart or remind him he has a soul if you like hot alpha
aliens kick ass earth women who mastermind insurrections and sexy action romance check out zar the first book in the
paranormal romance galaxy gladiators series this standalone book contains steamy sex scenes with a guaranteed happily
ever after no cheating and no cliffhanger buy zar to begin exploring the galaxy with anya and zar today trigger
warning anya and zar are forced to mate these scenes are delicately handled

Devolose

2019-08-18

her friends say he s the devil but he might be her savior devolose and tawny have been rescued after three years
together in the emperor s dungeon every day he was forced to inflict pain on the earth woman he only wanted to
protect how could he not develop feelings for her when they re connected in so many ways but how can they trust
feelings forged in captivity the more he pushes her away to protect her the more determined she is to stay at his
side after decades of slavery the emperor took far more than his soul can half a male satisfy a complete woman
devolose is the fourth book in the alien abduction sci fi romance galaxy gladiators series it can be read as a
standalone if you like hot alien alphas who love with all their heart and the strong courageous females who are
worthy of them then you ll love this latest installment in bestselling author alana khan s exciting series buy
devolose today to travel the galaxy with dev and tawny for readers 18 contains dark themes

Drayke

2019-09-04

the battle is on for the three gates and her heart abducted from earth and forced to become a gladiator nova resigns
herself to a short loveless life but after being injured in the arena she meets drayke the hunky blue alien doctor
who informs her they ve already bonded and he has a secret one that could change everything now they re in a fight
not just to open the three gates but for her heart and the stakes are high life death and love if you like alien
alphas who fall quickly and forever and the strong smart women they bond with then join nova and drayke in the
standalone fifth book in the paranormal romance galaxy gladiators series contains steamy sex scenes dangerous rescues
hot muscular aliens and kickass heroines warning you ll need a change of panties when they open the gates guaranteed
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no cheating no cliffhangers and a happily ever after buy drayke today to start this firefly meets spartacus adventure
today

Weapons Master

2020-08-11

a grumpy cyborg weapons master collides with a feisty mechanic from earth who turns his ordered existence upside down
abducted from her exploration ship and enslaved on a desert world mechanic bellamy walsh has fought for her survival
she s had to fight for everything in her life and she doesn t ever expect things to be easy after being rescued by
the tough deadly cyborgs of the house of rone she is shocked to find herself drawn to a grumpy beast of a cyborg a
genius weapons master who prefers his solitude a man with scars of his own a man whose brawny arms are the only thing
that chase away bellamy s nightmares maxon shaye likes to be left alone to work he doesn t mind his fellow cyborg
brethren but he finds people annoying and chaotic he s disconcerted by his growing need to keep bellamy walsh safe
and thinks she s irritating and brash the woman keeps invading his workshop getting in his space and the even more
infuriating thing is that he s actually starting to like her there what he doesn t like is her burning need to throw
herself back into danger bellamy is determined to help bring down her captors the metal scavenging edull and their
deadly desert battle arena and that makes her a target she knows too much and the edull will stop at nothing to
silence her maxon will do anything to keep her safe even if that means threatening the growing bond between them but
in order to destroy the edull s arena once and for maxon and bellamy will put everything on the line their desire
their love their lives

WarDog

2021-02-19

mortifying how else would you describe living with an adopted two hundred pound fighting canine for months only to
discover there was a sentient male inside a gorgeous male with a perfect body who would be only too happy to ease
your every need needs he is intimately acquainted with because he watched you take care of them yourself for three
months willa when i was thrown into a cell with a humongous fighting canine with two inch long fangs i was terrified
wardog had other ideas though he nudged my hand for cuddles nuzzled my neck and demanded kisses so of course we
became best buddies after he shifted to his humanoid form though being buddies was the furthest thing from my mind he
s handsome passionate and makes no secret of his attraction although we haven t even had a conversation yet he knows
my secrets every single one wardog i ached to claim the beautiful brown haired earther from the moment i returned to
my humanoid form she s compassionate kind and tender not only do i need to conquer the hurdle of our awkward
beginning there s the little detail of my mortal enemy to deal with he destroyed my village killed my pack and locked
me in my canine form for a decade must i make a choice between exacting revenge and seizing love this standalone in
the galaxy gladiators series has everything you ve come to expect from bestselling author alana khan action fighting
revenge and climaxes we re all in it for the climaxes right if you like handsome heroic alien males and strong
females who find their purpose you ll love wardog this standalone book has no cheating no cliffhangers and a
guaranteed happily ever after warning it contains graphic sex and violence buy wardog the twelfth book in the galaxy
gladiators alien abduction romance series by pinnacle award winning author alana khan click buy now or read for free
on kindle unlimited
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Seduced by the Gladiators (The Complete Trilogy)

2017-11-21

they ll change her life she ll change their world note this book includes the entire seduced by the gladiators serial
reverse harem romance trilogy collection mikolaus luken and domiku the days of pitched battles to win the hand of one
of lurra s very few women may be over but as the top fighters in the ceremonial gladiator style games mikolaus always
assumed that he and his triad including his triad brothers domiku and luken would settle down with a traditional
lurran girl until the day he meets hannah she s eager enough to learn about lurra but despite her attraction to the
culture and mikolaus he s not sure he can get her to reconcile her earth 2 upbringing with lurra s strict ideas about
marriage not alone anyway maybe together his triad can convince her that marriage should be between one woman and
three men get all three books of seduced by the gladiators in one volume

Axxios and Braxxus

2019-09-26

their chemistry is off the charts but axx can t feel love minutes after being kidnapped from earth brianna must breed
with sexy gladiator axxios their chemistry is amazing but he can t feel love for any female brianna despairs for a
loveless future but when they rescue axxios s twin braxxus is everything brianna hoped for in a male strong
intelligent and loving then he informs her he and axx come as a package deal can this bbw discover the key to
unlocking axxios s love if you like hot alpha aliens feisty earth females and sexy action romance check out this
sixth book in the sci fi romance galaxy gladiators series by bestselling author alana khan this standalone book
contains steamy sex scenes with a guaranteed happily every after no cheating and no cliffhanger mfm no m m buy axxios
and braxxus to join this trio as they travel the galaxy explore new planets and search for their happily ever after
for readers 18

Dax

2020-03-05

dax is ready for love after escaping a lifetime of slavery dahlia s heart isn t free can she open her soul to the
male who offers her love aliens abducted dahlia from earth mere months before her scheduled marriage to her childhood
sweetheart dax declared she owns his heart in front of a ship full of rowdy gladiators but can she accept his love
dax is the biggest baddest male on a vessel full of escaped gladiator slaves the little earth female was thrown into
his cell and they were forced to mate he fell hard for her courage strength and delightful body he tries everything
to convince her he d be a good mate but it isn t until they re forced together in a chamber of horrors that she sees
dax for the loving protective male he s always been if you like seven foot warriors with hearts of gold and females
who risk their lives to prove their affection you ll love dax book eight in the galaxy gladiators alien abduction
romance series this standalone book has no cheating no cliffhangers and a guaranteed happily ever after publisher s
note you might encounter slithering snakes and rampaging rodents and i might throw in a flood of biblical proportions
just sayin if that doesn t make you go running into the night click buy now or read for free on kindle unlimited for
readers 18 there are explicit steamy sex scenes throughout this book
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Protector

2017-03-10

fighting for love honor and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim cool and driven madeline cochran made a
successful career for herself as civilian commander of a space station orbiting jupiter until the day it was attacked
and she was abducted by alien slavers her organized existence shattered madeline suffered during her captivity but
since her rescue by the tough gladiators of the house of galen she s struggling to assimilate to her new life as she
navigates the desert world of carthago and the gladiator city of kor magna she desperately misses her teenage son
back on earth and throws herself into finding another human space marine blaine still kept captive by the slavers she
also finds herself working harder than ever to avoid a certain charming showman gladiator who is far too attractive
and far too tempting gladiator lore uma xilene is a protector at heart and a sucker for a damsel in distress although
he s well aware that the hard shelled and sad eyed madeline wouldn t appreciate the title he knows what it feels like
to be ripped from the family you love and have your life destroyed and he wants to help madeline heal as the two of
them go undercover into the dangerous world of underground gambling lore knows he ll need all his patience passion
and a whole lot of stubbornness to not only keep madeline safe but to melt the icy shell around her heart

Tyree

2019-07-23

can love be the transformation they need to survive surviving a horrifying alien abduction and dangerous slave revolt
grace thought she was finally safe on this spaceship full of protective alien gladiators until her musical
improvisations accidentally go viral now she needs to overcome her crippling stage fright or it could mean death for
them all the one good thing in her life is her new alien friend tyree a few weeks ago he morphed from a small female
looking elf into the hottest male this side of the milky way which means he has problems of his own like avoiding
tripping over the genitals swinging between his legs and dealing with the constant arousal of being around grace the
human woman haunting his fantasies if you like hot alien males discovering their true potential and the smart
courageous females who save the day then join grace and tryee in the standalone third book in the paranormal romance
galaxy gladiators series contains steamy sex scenes muscular aliens and badass heroines guaranteed happily ever after
and no cheating buy tyree to start this firefly meets spartacus adventure today

Beast

2020-10-02

the beast of tramachor is one of only ten pinnacle gladiators in the galaxy having pissed off his owner he s being
transported to the auction house when newly abducted aerie evans is tossed into his cell in the middle of an epic
space battle although neither of them is looking for love what happens when it comes hurtling at them at warp speed
beast born a slave i learned early to trust no one and that includes the little earther who finds me attractive
sharing lusty bed play with the determined rebel is on the menu sharing more not interested aerie since i can t
return to earth i have to use my skills to be accepted by the band of escaped gladiators who ve offered me safe
passage i never dreamed i d wind up being thrown together with the gorgeous beast of tramachor while i watch him
perform the galaxy s sexiest lap dance accompany him on the most dangerous fight of his life or be the one to
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negotiate his freedom with an evil owner bent on keeping us both prisoner will beast win his dangerous match against
six well armed gladiators will he and aerie survive a ride through the perilous tail of a comet in an escape pod no
bigger than a smart car and will they discover how to complete the journey from enemies to lovers if you like
handsome alien males with a knack for heroism and females with the spirit of a warrior you ll love beast book nine in
the galaxy gladiators alien abduction romance series this standalone book has no cheating no cliffhangers and a
guaranteed happily ever after oh did i forget to make a snarky reference to beauty and the beast let me throw that in
here buy beast the ninth book in the galaxy gladiators alien abduction romance series by bestselling author alana
khan click buy now or read for free on kindle unlimited for readers 18 there are explicit steamy sex scenes
throughout this book

Sentinel

2019-07-25

fighting for love loyalty and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim when quinn bennett s exploration ship is
attacked the security chief finds herself abducted by alien slavers unable to save her crew she is taken across the
galaxy and sold to a desert scavenger on the lawless planet of carthago driven by her guilt and failure she ll do
anything to escape and save the other abductees from her ship chained and forced into servitude she s waiting for her
chance to strike when across a dusty trading post she comes face to face with a big cyborg gladiator jaxer rone s
loyalty is to his imperator the man who saved him from a lethal cyborg military program jax works tirelessly for his
gladiatorial house and would die for his fellow cyborgs his emotional dampeners have never functioned well but while
he feels some emotion he never lets it get in the way of his duty right now his mission is to find the stolen humans
from earth but when he rescues the fierce relentless quinn he starts feeling a rush of emotion he s never experienced
before quinn and jax join forces to track down the aliens holding the other earth women captive side by side they
venture into the desert and uncover a desire hotter than the desert suns but the aliens who captured quinn want her
back in order to protect quinn will jax embrace his newfound feelings or shut them off to keep her safe

Abraxx

2021-06-13

abraxx a recently freed gladiator risks his newfound freedom in a daring attempt to rescue juno they have an
immediate attraction even though he hides his alien body in a robe that covers everything except his eyes and shields
his neglected heart can they ignore every reason to say no to the burning fire of their attraction in order to say
yes to love juno in my six years of slavery every male i ve met has treated me with contempt only in abraxx s ice
blue eyes do i find kindness and compassion but when he buys me heals me and leads me into danger i wonder if i ll
ever find safety and if i ll ever dare to love abraxx my mind and soul died during my endless days in a windowless
dungeon watching juno dance in the flickering firelight ignites a spark inside me there is nothing i wouldn t do to
keep this female safe and by my side could she ever find it in her heart to return my feelings welcome to book two in
pinnacle award winning author alana khan s new sanctuary series where a cadre of hunky alien gladiators and a cast of
abducted human females collide in all the best ways khan brings her trademark brand of romance with pulse pounding
action three dimensional characters sizzling sensuality to a new planet one click to join juno and abraxx to start
your journey today this standalone romance contains no cheating and guarantees a happily ever after for readers 18
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Crashed on an Ice World

2017-12-26

he s her boss she s his best friend these two deep space convoy security specialists are fighting their simmering
attraction until a starship crash on a deadly ice world changes everything elana korra loves her security job as a
medic on the convoy ship the sky nomad except for the fact that she s in love with her boss rynan is tough loyal and
protective and she knows he will never cross the line with her despite her deepest fantasies but one scorching kiss
sets up a smoldering tension and as they head off into uncharted space on a treasure hunt to find an invaluable old
earth treasure elana knows it is time to make a change get ry to admit how he feels about her or leave but a deadly
attack leaves ry and elana on a damaged out of control ship hurtling toward an unforgiving ice world rynan phoenix
lives for his job of keeping the phoenix deep space convoy safe the nightmare of his childhood has taught him to
steer well clear of romantic relationships and he s forced himself to ignore elana s compact body and gorgeous face
but when they find themselves stranded on an ice world with passengers to protect and space pirates hunting them down
ry is forced to confront just how he feels about the most important woman in his life ry and elana will need all of
their training in order to keep themselves alive as they find hints to the old earth treasure their desire turns
hotter and deeper but then they discover that far more dangerous things call this ice planet home note to readers
this stand alone sci fi romance contains a lot of action think starship crashes space pirates icy adventures cool
offsiders some sexy brothers and a steamy romance lots of sexy times between a hard headed man and his best friend
this is treasure hunting sci fi style so if you like it fast and fun and sexy this is for you

Worse Guy

2021-10-06

crulden the ruiner is the most dangerous gladiator in the galaxy i m his clone equally ugly equally dangerous and
just as feared i m also being held captive since no one trusts a creature like me to be let loose a curvy determined
human named bee doesn t think i m a creature though in fact she thinks i just need a guide she s got half the males
on this planet eating out of her hand and she s confident she can do the same with me the managing little female has
no idea what she s in for i m not some fool to be led around by my tail but the champion in me loves a challenge a
champion also wants to win a prize so i tell bee i ll go along with her plans if she kisses me right on my tusk
filled mouth i never expected her to say yes

Kyden

2021-11-02

kyden is the top ranked gladiator in the five systems but he s hardly there by choice unscrupulous guards faked his
death in the lab where he was created and sold him into slavery in the galaxy s hinterlands he has no idea where his
home is or how many years have passed since he was condemned to a life of endless combat kill or be killed is the
rule and a badari never gives up he ll fight to stay alive until the badari goddess sees fit to decree his death
elara vasclavian is the daughter of a senator as far removed from the life of a gladiator as a noblewoman can be
until through the machinations of a political enemy she ends up in terrible jeopardy abducted and given to a group of
drunken gladiators for their amusement the night before the games elara vows to put up a fight but there s no real
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hope of saving herself until kyden steps in responding to the goddess s commandment to protect those who are smaller
and weaker and discovers she s his fated mate rescued elara returns to her life of privilege but she can t forget the
man who saved her life the gulf between their places in the five systems is unbridgeable no matter how much kyden
longs for even a glimpse of her in the arena audience no matter how much she feels the pull to be by his side as
matters stand they cannot be together or can they kyden is the first book in a new series spun off from my ongoing
badari warriors series kyden is a generation five badari whereas the main characters in the long running series are
from a later time and are generation eight this new series stands alone and you don t have to have read any of the
other books to enjoy this one i couldn t resist the temptation to tell a few other badari stories set in the galaxy s
hinterlands and who can resist gladiators

RENNYR

2022-02-14

rennyr was a genetically engineered senior soldier in his badari warrior pack until one day he woke up on a strange
planet naked disoriented and about to be sold into the gladiator arena for the rest of his life unscrupulous guards
faked his death in the lab where he was created and sold him into slavery in the galaxy s hinterlands kill or be
killed is the rule in his new life and a badari never gives up he ll fight to stay alive until the badari goddess
sees fit to decree his death and release him from the wretched existence jaine mitchel of the sectors was on her way
to an exciting research internship until pirates seized the spaceship on which she was a passenger and took her to
feature in a gladiator death match in the galactic hinterlands she has no hope of surviving in the arena until a man
she only glimpsed in passing breaks out of his cell and saves her life declaring her to be his fated mate given to
rennyr as his reward for winning the death match jaine must share a cell and a bed with the handsome not human
gladiator and together they have to find a way to survive in this merciless world of violence and death their mutual
attraction is off the charts falling in love is the easy part finding a way to escape or even to remain together is
the challenge at any time their mutual owner could decide thumbs up or thumbs down on one or both of them or sell
them separately their only hope is a mysterious gladiator master from offworld who may be coming to buy rennyr will
he take jaine as well could rennyr win freedom for them both if he does well enough in the arena badari warriors
claim their mates for life and rennyr has no intention of losing jaine rennyr is an 80k word novel and can be read as
a standalone kyden is the first book in the series

Sold to the Alien Gladiators

2019-01-28

we will claim her she looks at my triad with disgust and hatred we stare at her with pure hunger captured and forced
to battle in the blood soaked arenas of bugra my triad will live and die under the scorching sun the only thing that
moves our weary muscles and overcomes the pain of our wounds is the obsession of claiming our fated mate she is
brought to us humiliated and disheveled and yet still her eyes burn with defiance we are born to battle we are born
to blood and violence aurelians have no master and when we break our shackles there will be a reckoning she will be
ours even if i have to level empires and plunge the universe into war i would kill for her die for her even as her
hatred burns me to the core she will be ours look inside to preview the book
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Steel Reforged

2023-10-10

rescuing others has come down to me the shy quiet girl and to do it i have to give sexy eoin a second chance tori
stolen from earth my world is turned upside down when i have my unexpected alien baby desperately shy without to
protection of my brothers i struggled to find my place in this new world and then he showed up i thought he
understood me but he s overbearing overprotective and after one night of passion downright impossible i need to stand
up for myself so when we need to rescue two more humans i leap at the chance to prove myself even if it puts me in
danger even if it means giving eoin a second chance eoin after i ve lost everyone i care about more than once in my
life letting go is the last thing i m good at but it s what my mate wants the need to keep her and her baby safe is
overpowering especially when we re separated from our friends and tumbling from one danger into the next to win my
mate forever i will do anything even if the enemy i have to fight is me steel reforged is a full length standalone
sci fi romance featuring hot alien gladiators a heroine who s slowly gaining her confidence and an overprotective
hero fighting for his second chance this book has a guaranteed happily ever after note each book in the series can be
read as a standalone but for maximum enjoyment it s recommended that the series be read in order

Warrior Enchanted

2023-10-10

abducted heck no i ll rescue myself thank you very much i don t need some creepy four armed alien stalking me either
meena dragged from my home i ve rescued myself before and i ll do it again if i have to i don t trust these aliens
that say i m safe i especially don t trust that four armed creep spying on me and leaving presents at my door when i
m kidnapped again it s him that s there for me sweeping me off into the trees like he s freaking tarzan he s willing
to put everything on the line just because he thinks i m his mate he s everything i m not cheerful optimistic when we
find ourselves in hot water i can see his scars i can see that we re not so different after all and i find myself
wanting to climb all over him jakar i ve waited for my mate for so long and now she s finally here she s hurt she s
been through a lot and she needs her space then she gets stolen and i m through with waiting with keeping my distance
i m going after her i m going to woe her until she gives in and then i ll make her toes curl between the sheets
nothing can keep me from her not even my worst nightmare come true warrior played is a full length standalone sci fi
romance featuring hot alien gladiators a sexy alien cinnamon roll looking for love a prickly heroine who needs a
little convincing and a guaranteed happily ever after note each book in the series can be read as a standalone but
for maximum enjoyment it s recommended that the series be read in order

Barbarian

2017-07-03

fighting for love honor and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim abducted by alien slavers experimented on and
left blind the last thing doctor winter ashworth needs is a big barbarian gladiator in her life especially an
annoying one who thinks she s small and weak rescued by gladiators on the desert world of carthago winter is doggedly
working to embrace her new life but two of her friends are still missing and she ll do anything to help get them back
even if she has to work alongside nero krahn hunter barbarian gladiator the scowly brooding man is too big has too
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many muscles and pushes all her buttons nero is the house of galen s best hunter and tracker raised on a barbarian
world where strength and might are prized he was bred to hunt and fight now the arena is his home and his loyalty is
to his imperator he knows he can use his skills to find the two lost women even if that means protecting a small
blind woman who takes every chance to misjudge his words and lash him with her sharp tongue but as they follow a
dangerous trail to save their friends a new enemy emerges one who wants winter the pair find themselves reluctantly
attracted to each other uncovering a scorching desire that shocks them both as nero fights to protect winter the
barbarian gladiator will discover the true meaning of strength from the small earth woman he wants to claim as his

Warrior

2017-02-14

fighting for love honor and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim it was supposed to be an exciting job on a
space station but instead scientist dr regan forrest finds herself fighting for her life when she s kidnapped by
alien slavers far from earth and forced into a violent gladiatorial arena on the outer rim she finds herself swept
into the brawny arms of a big wild alien gladiator weapon brute gladiator warrior sirrush warrior thorin has been
called many things as a warrior of his people he was a dark dangerous weapon until even his own family were too
afraid of him sold into slavery in the kor magna arena he has long ago earned his freedom now he enjoys the violent
but rewarding life he s carved out for himself until he rescues one small smart and perplexing female from alien
slavers regan is determined to make a place for herself in her new home she may not have the skills to fight in the
arena but she s smart and knows she can help even as she fights her attraction to the big bold and fascinating thorin
she knows he ll never be interested in her but when regan catches a glimpse of her cousin across a crowded market she
needs help to mount a rescue and it comes in the form of the gladiator she desperately wants a gladiator hiding a
dark uncontrollable secret with the power to destroy them both

Alien Gladiator's Mate

2017-08-02

can these two mates live together in harmony carina is tired of working hard with manual labor to help serve the now
broken down earth s society she wants to have new experiences she knows the only way off the planet is through
celestial mates the mail order bride service so she decides to sign up she finally gets selected and gets picked up
by a spaceship to take her to her new life little does she know one of her friends who has always had a crush on her
climbs aboard the spaceship as a blind passenger since he doesn t want to lose her but he s captured and sold as a
slave for the gladiator arena for the aliens gar zul was once the commanding warrior officer in the delgar forces but
when his own family is killed in family fire he decides to leave the force and become a gladiator in the interstellar
fighting arena he misses his family and since he can never get his own family back he decides to create one of his
own though he has no intentions of looking for someone himself so he decides to go through celestial mates to find
him a human wife from earth carina needs to figure things out with her new mate the big blue warrior gar zul getting
adjusted to the new life in the new world isn t easy will gar zul be able to get along with carina enough to keep her
as his mate and wife will carina be able to tolerate her mate s career choice will she be able to save her friend
from his likely death inside the arena alien gladiator s mate is part of the royally blue celestial mates series and
is a full length science fiction romance novel there are no cliffhangers no cheating and a guaranteed happy ending
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Wolf's Empire: Gladiator

2016-06-28

in the galactic roman empire eight noble houses fight for power one gladiator fights for justice this iswolf s empire
gladiator by claudia christian and morgan grant buchanan when her mother and brother are murdered young noblewoman
accala viridius cries out for vengeance but the empire is being torn apart by a galactic civil war and her demands
fall on deaf ears undeterred accala sacrifices privilege and status to train as a common gladiator mastering the one
weapon available to her a razor sharp discus that always returns when thrown she enters the deadly imperial games the
only arena where she can face her enemies but fortune s wheel grants accala no favors the emperor decrees that the
games will be used to settle the civil war the indigenous lifeforms of the arena world are staging a violent revolt
and accala finds herself drugged cast into slavery and forced to fight on the side of the men she set out to kill set
in a future rome that never fell but instead expanded to become a galaxy spanning empire accala s struggle to survive
and exact her revenge will take her on a dark journey that will cost her more than she ever imagined at the publisher
s request this title is being sold without digital rights management software drm applied

Hero

2017-02-14

fighting for love honor and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim raised from birth to be a soldier kace tameron
is a disciplined military trained gladiator he is on contract to the kor magna arena to hone his fighting skills on
the blood soaked arena sand and then return to the military he lives for one thing to protect his planet and on his
world love is forbidden but then he collides with a feisty redhead from earth who threatens to shatter his legendary
control one moment rory fraser was an engineer on a space station circling jupiter and the next she is abducted by
evil alien slavers after suffering at the hands of the thraxians she is rescued by her friends with the help of the
tough gladiators of the house of galen rory finds herself outrageously attracted to straight laced kace he is a
skilled fighter ultra disciplined and a hero at heart but she knows passion beats within him if only he ll let it
loose rory is obsessed with finding another fellow abducted female from earth but as she asks questions she finds
herself ducking bullets and explosions someone wants rory dead kace steps in as her protector and together they
embark on a dangerous mission that will take them deep into the bowels of the arena and deep into a scorching desire
both of which could lead them to lose not only their guarded hearts but their lives as well

Time Thief

2012-08-01

bay north wants revenge no she craves revenge hunted for her psychic ability to steal time and forced to watch her
family die all she wants is to make the crime lord who s taken everything from her pay but now he s set the ultimate
hunter on her trail and bay will need all her skills just to survive the gray eyed hard bodied man out to kill her ex
navy seal sean archer has nothing left but a thirst for vengeance after his team is killed in afghanistan by a time
thief he came home a broken man now he hunts any of the monsters he can find ready to rid the world of the dangerous
mutation but when he finally tracks bay to denver he doesn t see a monster or a mutation he sees a tough beautiful
survivor who ignites a desire he can t deny during a shootout hunter and hunted find themselves thrust into a
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reluctant alliance that shatters all their defenses can sean convince a woman honed in revenge that they can have
more than vengeance blood and killing

Star Savage

2021-11-18

a human female three vicious alien gladiators fight to the death for their prize me i m thrown to the one left
standing to be used and claimed on the floor of the arena the winner is a clawed and horned beast who should only
frighten me not excite me but when his anchor strands attach between my thighs they vibrate and i m seeing stars an
alien king she s a means to an end i ve got to win this fight and claim this prize i ve got to please the crowd if i
do it right i have my freedom and i can finally go home to be chieftain to my clan but when i attach to her my mating
instinct rises and i lose every vestige of control as i take her this human prize is my mate

Taken to Evernor

2022-08-30

the alien gladiator is going to win and i m the prize what s got four arms huge spikes shooting out of his spine and
is utterly insane oh yeah that s right it s the freaking alien gladiator who s fighting in the games for me because i
m the prize he s geared to win how i ended up here is just as much of a mystery as is how i lost my memory i ve got
no idea who i am where i m from or why no other species on this diverse and chaotic planet look anything like me but
as the gladiator and i spend more time together i m starting to realize yeah he might be crazy but so am i and we may
just need to put our crazies together if we ve got any shot at getting off of this rock and out of this arena alive
welcome to the gladiator games of evernor in xiveri mates book 8 this alien romance contains brutal battles and a lot
of spice including a full shekurr before reaching its hea with crazy world building abounding it is also best enjoyed
after previous books in the series

Logic Broken

2023-10-10

on the run wanted for a murder i didn t commit my only choice is to trust the strange nerdy alien that swears to
protect me jenny being abducted by aliens sure i can handle that i ve always wanted to see what s out there anyway
then my degenerate gambler of an owner loses me at alien poker and i need to escape the nerdy alien with a cute smile
is the one coming to my rescue taking names and trading blows he s amazing things go from bad to worse when we re put
on the most wanted list for a murder we didn t commit i have no choice but to trust him to help him complete his
mission and that while his tentacles seem determined to bind me to him every chance they get akri i have two missions
to end drameil s reign of terror and to find out more about the species i have become as a former ai i struggle to
control the violent impulses that strike me and i fear i will harm those i care about when i rescue jenny my damn
tentacles won t stop touching her i don t know what it means and i fear the worst to keep her safe i should send her
away but i can t now my mission is more important than ever i have to find out who i have become before it s too late
and i lose it all logic broken is a full length sci fi romance featuring hot alien gladiators a sexy alien former ai
a sweet adventure loving heroine and a guaranteed happily ever after note as the final book in the series it s
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recommended to read the previous books for maximum enjoyment

Mind Raider

2014-01-02

download for free with kindle unlimited this is a 10 000 words erotic stand alone story with an hea so no cliff
hangers mia had a bad day it got a lot worse when she was abducted by aliens after a journey across the galaxy
leaving behind everything and everyone she has ever known her adventures are just beginning when an alien race has
run out of wars to fight they make their warriors fight for entertainment in the arena the aliens find earth women to
be particularly attractive they serve as a fine reward for success in the arena mia is not sure she is ready to be a
companion for alien champions from what she has seen and heard it may be more than she is ready to handle she
discovers someone that is different from the others through this new friendship she finds comfort and hope she has
someone to believe in and someone to root for maybe she can find a companion of her own on a distant world and an
alien arena excerpt from book the attacker lifted his weapon in the air above his head mia saw his eyes were no
longer red but a shade of yellow instead she didn t know what that meant he drove his blade into the sand inches away
from the man on the ground the tharloin attacker leaned close blocking the view of the crowd that let out another
gasp mia could see from the box that he had missed the stab the man on the ground nodded then he closed his eyes and
slumped to his side the attacker pulled his blade out of the sand and held it over his head the crowd cheered
thinking they had just witnessed the kill as they hauled the last man away the winner lifted his bright white eyes on
the box she expected him to look on them with green but his eyes didn t change the slits of his eyes were a little
wider than the other tharloins his skin was a little darker blue than others she had seen mia wondered if that was
from days of fighting bare chested in the sun he looked the women over his eyes lighted on mia she wanted to look
away in fear but her eyes were drawn to him and she couldn t seem to look away at all he nodded and pointed at her as
he dropped his weapon an attendant pulled her chain and handed her over the railing the crowd cheered the warrior
took her chain in his fist without a word and led her away author s note this is a 10 000 words stand alone story
with an hea so no cliff hangers story contains mature themes and language and is intended for 18 readers only

Romance

2016-10-01

download for free with kindle unlimited this is a 8 000 words clean stand alone story with an hea so no cliff hangers
ever since her mother died maria has thrown herself into her swimming career it gives her a purpose and a reason to
build a relationship with her father that had not existed when her mother was alive but now she s twenty years old
training for the olympics and wondering who she is as a person swimming has been her entire life who is she corbyn is
from the planet of troupe he is a part of the resistance party the political party in opposition to the barbaric
gladiatorial games of pym that happen once a month on troupe the dragon shifters of troupe are chosen at random and
fight to the death the winner is gifted with a human female when corbyn is forced to participate by the evil prime
minister he is gifted maria will he take her unjustly against his morals or will they become fugitives together
excerpt from book on this particular day mikhail had called corbyn into his office it was not entirely unusual for
the head of parties to meet but they rarely spoke corbyn sat with his legs crossed in the chair in front of mikhail s
desk it was a tall desk unnecessarily so meant to intimidate those who sat in front of it as the prime minister
towered over them corbyn was not bothered by it he folded his hands in his lap and waited for his former friend to
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speak i wanted to thank you for coming in mikhail began he adjusted the knot in his tie he wore an impeccably
tailored charcoal suit in stark contrast to corbyn s typical uniform of a shabby cardigan and corduroys i always have
time for you prime minister what is it you wanted to see me about there is no planned filibuster this week if that is
what you wanted to know mikhail smiled thinly at corbyn his eyes burned red whenever he smiled a haunting precursor
to his shifting state very courteous of you to inform me mikhail said but that is not the reason i called you in in
fact i called you in as a courtesy as well i wanted to inform you in person of your name being pulled from the stone
goblet of pym you know perfectly well that i will not be participating corbyn said the basis of my party platform is
explicitly against the gladiatorial ways of our fine planet and you know that government leaders are exempt indeed
that was true until last special session there was an addendum to the spending bill i saw no such addendum it stated
mikhail said ignoring corbyn that no longer shall members of government be exempt from pym s choice i called you in
here to let you know that you will be a part of a historical moment the first leader of the resistance party to step
into the arena mikhail what is this i don t know what you mean what do you intend to achieve by trying to force me
into pym political embarrassment i believe you know perfectly well what the punishment for refusing the call of the
goblet is you intend to jail me of course not mikhail said touching his hand to his tie knot in a gesture of mock
horror i wouldn t dream of it i expect you to participate as a member of your planet s government and a sworn
upholder of its laws i can only expect you to conform to said laws author s note this is a 8 000 words stand alone
story with an hea so no cliff hangers story contains mature themes and language and is intended for 18 readers only

Sci-Fi Romance

2016-10-01

abducted by alien slavers and taken to a lawless desert world the last thing she expects is to be claimed by a
handsome alien rogue rogue contains two action packed novellas in the galactic gladiators series information rogue
arrogant information merchant zhim doesn t know what hits him when he collides with feisty human hacker ryan rescued
by the humans and gladiators from the house of galen ryan nagano is working hard to piece her life back together her
priorities are conquering her anxiety recovering from her captivity and using her exceptional computer skills to help
the house of galen decrypt alien data that could reveal the location of other abducted humans that s all she s
focused on but when she needs help she finds herself having to work with arrogant genius zhim and discovers that the
two of them redefine the word explosive zhim thrives on the need to uncover information and ensure his wealthy
carefully constructed life is exactly as he wants it then one infuriating menace of a woman blasts into his life ryan
matches him skill for skill drives him crazy and worms her way under his skin but forced to take her deep into kor
magma s shadowy hacker underworld zhim soon learns exactly what he s willing to risk to keep ryan safe desert rogue
prickly independent human neve doesn t want or need any help but a certain cocky desert rogue isn t taking no for an
answer neve haynes survived her abduction through grit and determination she s always made her own way through life
depends on no one and is determined to achieve her own personal mission so as she sneaks out of the house of galen
the last thing she needs is help in the form of a tawny haired lean hipped caravan master with more confidence and
swagger than any man she s met before corsair is a man of the desert and leader of the corsair caravan he listens to
his gut and something about neve draws him in he can t let her go off and get herself killed but she s the most
skittish strongest woman he s ever met as they trek deep into the desert on a dangerous mission to find a map to an
infamous desert arena they will fight side by side and be forced to depend only on each other to survive and in
carthago s desert sands they will uncover a desire that burns hotter than the desert sun
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Rogue

2017-11-29

fighting for love honor and freedom on the galaxy s lawless outer rim rescued by gladiators on the alien world of
carthago mia is working to find other abducted humans who are still lost but someone else also needs her help the
untamed alien who s saved her twice rescued from vicious fight rings he s fought in since he was a child vek is prone
to losing control in aggressive fits of rage and mia discovers that she is the only who can calm him as she finds
herself drawn to the man beneath the beast she knows that with his enhanced senses vek can help her find her friends
for years all vek ker has known is death darkness and killing despite his newfound freedom he is struggling to
control his rages and withdrawal from the drugs his captors used on him only one scent soothes him one voice calms
him and one woman is his light in the dark vek will do anything to protect mia and make her happy including vowing to
find her friends with the gladiators from the house of galen vek and mia follow mysterious clues into a dangerous
part of the desert on the trail of the missing humans they are drawn closer together but as they enter the deadly
illusion mountains they have no idea of the dangers lying in wait for them or how far they will both be pushed to
their limits in order to survive

Beast

2017-11-02

welcome to the world of galaxy alien warriors where the aliens are hot alpha protective and shifters after being
abducted from earth by alien slavers ella is rescued by a hot alien warrior who flees with her into the hostile
wilderness of his home planet while he seems to want to protect her the inability to communicate with her savior
leaves ella uncertain about where they stand and how she will manage to get home teken an alpha wolf shifter from the
gladiator wulfaen race was on a mission to find evidence against the alien slavers to shut them down for good when he
saw ella and realized she was his one true mate with a language barrier and slavers chasing them across the planet
the pair must survive their enemies and the sizzling attraction between them features a strong determined human
female a broody dark alien shifter warrior with dark fantasies and a big this book features these themes science
fiction alien abduction romance forbidden love between alien and human enemies to lovers steamy love scenes action
and adventure suspense

Beauty and the Alien Beast: Teken

2021-09-18

download for free with kindle unlimited this is a 8 000 words clean stand alone story with an hea so no cliff hangers
mia had a bad day it got a lot worse when she was abducted by aliens after a journey across the galaxy leaving behind
everything and everyone she has ever known her adventures are just beginning when an alien race has run out of wars
to fight they make their warriors fight for entertainment in the arena the aliens find earth women to be particularly
attractive they serve as a fine reward for success in the arena mia is not sure she is ready to be a companion for
alien champions from what she has seen and heard it may be more than she is ready to handle she discovers someone
that is different from the others through this new friendship she finds comfort and hope she has someone to believe
in and someone to root for maybe she can find a companion of her own on a distant world and an alien arena excerpt
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from book the attacker lifted his weapon in the air above his head mia saw his eyes were no longer red but a shade of
yellow instead she didn t know what that meant he drove his blade into the sand inches away from the man on the
ground the tharloin attacker leaned close blocking the view of the crowd that let out another gasp mia could see from
the box that he had missed the stab the man on the ground nodded then he closed his eyes and slumped to his side the
attacker pulled his blade out of the sand and held it over his head the crowd cheered thinking they had just
witnessed the kill as they hauled the last man away the winner lifted his bright white eyes on the box she expected
him to look on them with green but his eyes didn t change the slits of his eyes were a little wider than the other
tharloins his skin was a little darker blue than others she had seen mia wondered if that was from days of fighting
bare chested in the sun he looked the women over his eyes lighted on mia she wanted to look away in fear but her eyes
were drawn to him and she couldn t seem to look away at all he nodded and pointed at her as he dropped his weapon an
attendant pulled her chain and handed her over the railing the crowd cheered the warrior took her chain in his fist
without a word and led her away author s note this is a 8 000 words stand alone story with an hea so no cliff hangers

Romance

2016-10-01

download for free with kindle unlimited this is a 8 000 words erotic stand alone story with an hea so no cliff
hangers mia had a bad day it got a lot worse when she was abducted by aliens after a journey across the galaxy
leaving behind everything and everyone she has ever known her adventures are just beginning when an alien race has
run out of wars to fight they make their warriors fight for entertainment in the arena the aliens find earth women to
be particularly attractive they serve as a fine reward for success in the arena mia is not sure she is ready to be a
companion for alien champions from what she has seen and heard it may be more than she is ready to handle she
discovers someone that is different from the others through this new friendship she finds comfort and hope she has
someone to believe in and someone to root for maybe she can find a companion of her own on a distant world and an
alien arena excerpt from book the attacker lifted his weapon in the air above his head mia saw his eyes were no
longer red but a shade of yellow instead she didn t know what that meant he drove his blade into the sand inches away
from the man on the ground the tharloin attacker leaned close blocking the view of the crowd that let out another
gasp mia could see from the box that he had missed the stab the man on the ground nodded then he closed his eyes and
slumped to his side the attacker pulled his blade out of the sand and held it over his head the crowd cheered
thinking they had just witnessed the kill as they hauled the last man away the winner lifted his bright white eyes on
the box she expected him to look on them with green but his eyes didn t change the slits of his eyes were a little
wider than the other tharloins his skin was a little darker blue than others she had seen mia wondered if that was
from days of fighting bare chested in the sun he looked the women over his eyes lighted on mia she wanted to look
away in fear but her eyes were drawn to him and she couldn t seem to look away at all he nodded and pointed at her as
he dropped his weapon an attendant pulled her chain and handed her over the railing the crowd cheered the warrior
took her chain in his fist without a word and led her away author s note this is a stand alone story with an hea so
no cliff hangers story contains mature themes and language and is intended for 18 readers only

Romance

2016-10-01
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